This September Pro Helvetia Johannesburg, the
Southern African liaison office of the Swiss Arts Council,
celebrates its twentieth year in the region, alongside
anniversaries of our offices in Cairo (30 years) and
New Delhi (10 years). We mark the moment through
a specially curated collection of new projects and
programmes launching during the course of the first
week of September with partners and venues across
Johannesburg, our home city since our office moved from
Cape Town in 2012.
We also use the moment to engage in a three-day
gathering of current and prospective partners and
friends from more than twenty urban centres across
the continent, running parallel to Joburg Art Week and
the Fak’ugesi Digital Arts Festival. Organised under the
rubric Terms of Engagement, we engage participants in
a listening and connecting exercise, where participants
share their experiences, preoccupations and ambitions,
and in which our office contemplates the implications of a
more sub-Saharan scope for our work.
Our mobility programming financed by the Swiss
Agency for Development and Cooperation continues
during September, with a number of notable moments
highlighting the importance of this valued instrument for
promoting a strong and dynamic regional cultural fabric.

Acclaimed Angolan multimedia artist Nástio Mosquito’s
performance piece Respectable Thief will be featured at
the fourth instalment of the ICA Live Art Festival 2018
in Cape Town, South Africa. Ujeni Records presents
Malawi’s “electronic one man band” Faith Mussa and
the Afro band Mbanaye at the Watana Festival on Ilha
de Moçambique. South African collective Sounds of the
South (SOS) embark on a Hip Hop residency travelling to
Windhoek, Luanda and then Harare.
Collectively, the projects brought together in this
programme speak to our concern with facilitating
considered and precise collaborations and exchanges
that connect the Swiss artistic field with the multiple
and fast changing geographies and currents that
our international network of offices is embedded
and invested in. These initiatives exemplify our
commitment to supporting a depth and quality of
research and collaboration, and of the work that
results from those relationships. This depth and
quality is a function both of time and resources, but
also of access to relevant networks and knowledge,
and our role as funder and facilitator encompasses
both of these aspects. Our anniversary year provides
a juncture for us, for our partners and for our
audiences to both reflect on and enjoy the fruits of
these shared investments and labours.
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THEATRUM BOTANICUM
>The botanical world as a stage for politics at large
VIDEO INSTALLATION / PHOTOGRAPHY / PUBLICATIONS / AUDIO PIECES / LECTURE / PERFORMANCE

Uriel Orlow (London, Lisbon)
Working from the dual vantage points of
South Africa and Europe, Uriel Orlow’s
Theatrum Botanicum considers plants
as both witnesses and actors in history,
and as dynamic agents linking nature and
humans, rural and cosmopolitan medicine,
tradition and modernity – across different
geographies, histories and systems of
knowledge, with a variety of curative,
spiritual and economic powers.
Film, soundworks, photographs, a slide
projection and video work explore and excavate
questions around botanical nationalism and
other legacies of colonialism, plant migration
and invasion, biopiracy, flower diplomacy
during apartheid, the garden planted by
Nelson Mandela and his fellow inmates on
Robben Island prison, as well as the role of
classification and naming of plants.

Various iterations of the project have been
presented across the United Kingdom, Europe,
Russia and the Middle East, including The
Showroom (London), the 2015 edition of
EVA International curated by Koyo Kouoh,
the Sharjah Biennale (where it won a major
award), and with a major Swiss presentation
of the project at the Kunsthalle St Gallen
in 2018. The project now returns to its
geography of origination.

This project is in partnership with
POOL and the Market Photo Workshop
in Johannesburg; the Institute for
Creative Arts (ICA) Live Arts Festival
2018 in Cape Town; the Durban Art
Gallery and Substance.Point in Durban

©Uriel Orlow
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STORYTELLING IN THE LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS
>New forms of storytelling in response to political and ecological crises of our time
PUBLIC PERFORMANCE / INSTALLATION / STORYTELLING

Karin Bachmann (Cape Town) | Melanie Böhi (Basel,
Johannesburg) | Rupert Koopman (Cape Town) | Neo
Muyanga (Cape Town) | Phakamani Xaba (Cape Town)

© Melanie Böhi

This project is in partnership with the
Institute for Creative Arts (ICA) Live
Arts Festival 2018 in Cape Town
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Storytelling in the Language of Flowers is a
multi-genre project which brings together
an interdisciplinary ensemble to develop
new forms of storytelling in response to the
multiple political and ecological crises of our
time. Focusing on plants and their people in
Cape Town, it brings forth stories about place,
history and belonging; stories which root us
in the past and prepare the soil from which
more just futures can grow.
Inspired by communicative practices with
flowers of both plants and people, it mixes
methods and forms developed in the arts,
natural sciences and humanities to not
only showcase the beauty of plants, but to
further explore the complex entanglements

of human and more-than-human life worlds,
research hopeful emerging ecologies and add
critical layers to current discussions of the
Anthropocene.
The starting point for the project will be a
public event staged at the Adderley Street
Flower Market in the context of the ICA Live
Arts Festival on the 12th of September. It will
include an exhibition of flower arrangements
by flower sellers, botanists and artists; a
floristry workshop with flower seller Karin
Bachmann, historian Melanie Böhi and botanists
Rupert Koopman and Phakamani Xaba; a sound
installation by composer Neo Muyanga; and a
distribution of special edition of ‘Floriography
Papers’ incorprating archival imagery.
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MUSEUM OF LUNGS
>Fragility, haunted histories, impossible bravery
MUSIC / PERFORMANCE / PUPPETRY

Stacy Hardy (Polokwane) text and performance | Nancy Mounir (Alexandria),Neo Muyanga
(Cape Town) composition and live music | Laila Soliman (Cairo) direction | Moira Gilliéron
(Basel) scenography and costumes | Marius Kob (Basel) puppet | Bassem Yousry (Cairo)
shadows | Mirjam Berger (Bern) light design | Thomas Kohler (Basel), Mirjam Berger
(Bern) technical direction | Franziska Schmidt, produktionsDOCK (Basel) production
Museum of Lungs is a musical performance that
excavates archive material and mixes intimate
confession with haunted histories to convey
vulnerability as a core of strength, and illness
as a site of resistance and transformation.
In contemporary South Africa, where
tuberculosis is endemic, a writer tells her
personal story of living with undiagnosed TB
for years before receiving treatment. She asks
questions about the precariousness of our
individual and collective bodies, highlighting the
colonial and systemic racial structures as well
as the violence of our healthcare and political

systems. The writer Stacy Hardy, her puppet
doppelganger and musicians and composers
Neo Muyanga and Nancy Mounir collaborate with
director Laila Soliman to create a multi-vocal
performance of love, loneliness, fragility, and
death, addressing the fundamentally impossible
bravery of being alive and being human, today.
This project is in partnership with Goethe
Institute Johannesburg; The Market Theatre
in Johannesburg; and the Institute for
Creative Arts (ICA) Live Arts Festival 2018
in Cape Town
© Ahmed Elsaaty
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NEUTRALITY AS AN AGENT
>Posing questions about the narrative of Swiss neutrality
VIDEO INSTALLATION / PHOTOGRAPHY / PUBLICATIONS

Denise Bertschi (Biel/Geneva)
Under the title Neutrality as an Agent, Denise
Bertschi explores the role of Switzerland in
foreign affairs and how the concept of neutrality
might be understood as a tactic of concealing
and repressing uncomfortable histories and
realities. Her project poses questions about
the narrative of Swiss neutrality, as refracted
through the history of Swiss-South African
relations. Bertschi engages with Switzerland’s
political and economic radiation into the world,
exploring a network of Swiss entanglement
in South Africa during the apartheid era and
its traces in the present. The body of work is
informed by material drawn from the South
African National Archives in Pretoria and the
State Library in Cape Town. Her work explores
ways in which the concept of neutrality may

be understood in the context of a larger and
largely obscured ‘colonialism without colonies’
in Switzerland’s international footprint. She
has been concerned with the ways in which
seemingly benign ‘leisure time activities’ can
serve as an expression of ideology, how political
questions are woven into seemingly private and
banal matters. Through the juxtaposition and
connection of different narratives, she seeks
to make visible otherwise forgotten histories,
revisiting architectural sites in the city of
Johannesburg.

This project is in partnership with
Artivist and South Point
© Denise Bertschi
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FAK’UGESI DIGITAL AFRICA RESIDENCY
>Exploring the role vernacular and traditional cultures play in digital culture and practices
DIGITAL ARTS

Nkhensani Mkhari (Johannebsurg) | Joshua Chiundiza (Harare) | Yara Mekawei
(Cairo) | Abhiyan Humane (Bangalore) | Anoop Saxena (Bangalore) | Mathilde Buenerd
(Geneva) with Marc Lee (Zurich)
This is the fifth and most expansive edition of the
Fak’ugesi Digital Africa Residency, set up in 2014
to support young digital creatives and innovators.
In recognition of the triple anniversary of our
New Delhi, Johannesburg and Cairo offices this
year’s edition features artists from all three
of the regions served by these offices. Each
artist will respond to the 2018 Fak’ugesi Festival
thematic Tap Your Afro Source Code, which
explores the role that vernacular and traditional
cultures play in digital culture and practices. The
residency will culminate in an exhibition on the
4th of September showcasing the working
processes and results from the month. The
residency incorporates a special project
by leading Swiss digital artist, Marc Lee,
who also acts as a mentor and workshop

facilitator for the residency artists. Lee has
been creating network-oriented interactive
art projects, interactive installations, media
art, internet art, performance art and video
art since 1999. His project Echo|Location
enables users to choose any location in Africa
and move through images and texts posted from
that geographic point across a spectrum of
social networks. These personal impressions
are streamed in real time, taking the viewer
into an immersive experience of very local
cultural and linguistic expressions, which at
the same time start to show certain patterns
and repetitions.
Lee also facilitates a workshop aimed at a
wider public on the 31st of August (see listings
section for more detail).

© Marc Lee
This project is in partnership with Fak’ugesi
African Digital Innovation Festival; Swiss
Agency for Development and Cooperation
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FAK’UGESI BEATS LAB AND BLOC PARTY
>Innovating at the intersection of music, design and technology
MUSIC

S. Fidelity (St Gallen, London, Berlin)

© S. Fidelity
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Exploring music culture within The Fak’ugesi
African Digital Innovation Festival, the annual
Beats Program descends on the Tshimologong
Precinct from 24 to 29 September 2018,
with a 6-day takeover of Braamfontein’s
tech hub. Partner Weheartbeat has curated
a programme of workshops, experiences
and performances that will facilitate the
meeting of mind and spirit addressed by the
festival thematic. Nurturing collaboration and
creativity, the Beats Lab will host international
electronic artists in an exploration of the
connection between music, design, technology
and digital innovation. The outcome from
these sessions will result in an EP release,
available both digitally and on limited edition
vinyl. Swiss artist S. Fidelity is featured in
the 2018 Beats Lab.
As a producer S. Fidelity has developed a
unique and always driving sound, combining

sampling techniques and classic beat making
with unusual drum patterns, modern synth
and atmospheric sound effects. His laid-back
eclecticism is marked by a deep knowledge
and fascination for Pop Culture as a whole.
His Hip Hop style references various genres,
including Jazz, Ambient, Disco and Electronica.
The week’s activities culminate in a celebration
at the Fak’ugesi Beats Bloc Party on Saturday
29 September. The Bloc Party aims to
showcase the best in underground talent,
both local and international - etching its name
in the cultural textbooks as an inspiration to
future generations of creators, producers
and innovators.
This project is in partnership with
Fak’ugesi African Digital Innovation
Festival and Weheartbeat
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POINTS OF ENGAGEMENT
>Providing points of entry into the inner lives and external realities faced by artists
MULTI-DISCIPLINE
The work of Pro Helvetia, the Swiss Arts
Council, is fundamentally centered on artists,
ensuring the best possible circumstances
for the creation and presentation of new
work, and for the professional development
of artists.
Points of Engagement is a special presentation
of two projects that take the voices of artists
as their core material: Artists on Africa,
from the SPARCK platform of Basel-based
Kadiatou Diallo, and the other a “listening
project” from Berlin-based Mats Staub.
Both are concerned in different ways with
providing new insights and points of entry
into the complex contemporary experiences
of artists globally, and on the continent in
particular.
Artists on Africa takes the form of
conversations, featuring artists working
across diverse disciplines – from performance
to animation, installation to writing, street

art to sound, film to architecture and more.
Each episode offers unique insights into the
artists’ distinctive work, approaches and
ideas and how they relate to knowledge and
understanding of Africa as part of a global
experience – past, present and future.
Artist (Working Title) makes the curricula
vitarum of twenty-seven artists audible. The
artists interviewed are from Egypt, India,
South Africa or Switzerland and practising in
various artistic fields. A residency supported
by the Swiss Arts Council, Pro Helvetia, is the
common ground in the biographies of each of
these artists. Mats Staub and his team met
the artists and asked questions about their
history, their present, their art.

© Mats Staub

These projects are realised in partnership
with the Swiss Agency for Development and
Cooperation, Artivist, South Point and African
Flavour Books
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ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE
>Fermenting new work and transcontinental collaborations
MULTI-DISCIPLINE
Our programme of residency exchange
between Switzerland and Southern Africa
lies at the heart of our work – residencies of
up to three months provide space and time for
artists from Southern Africa and Switzerland
to pause, reflect, explore, encounter, and
to test and develop new ideas and works.
During our anniversary month we host four
remarkable artists in Johannesburg:
In his capacity as artistic director of the
Jazzwerstatt Bern programme, and as
a musician, Benedikt Reising has already
built a rich network within South Africa’s
burgeoning contemporary jazz scene. Located
in Johannesburg and Cape Town for his
studio residency, Benedikt will be exploring
collaborations with the likes of Carlo Mombelli
and Thandi Ntuli (recently awarded a studio
residency for 2019), with whom he performs
at The Orbit in September alongside Shane
Cooper (recently returned from a residency
PRO HELVETIA JHB @20

in Zurich) and Marlon Witbooi.
Flurina Rothenberger is a Swiss photographer
raised in Zuénoula, Côte d’Ivoire. She will
be working with Johannesburg based Zine
collective Alphabet Zoo and on-line publishers
Bubblegum Club, towards a Johannesburg
edition of Nice, a unique magazine format
developed with local collaborators which
narrates youth culture in different urban
centres in Africa. The Pemba and Abidjan
editions of Nice will form part of a Zine
exhibition curated by Bubblegum Club in
Braamfontein.
Basel-based visual artist Daniela Brugger
is the founder of Who writes his_tory?, a
collaborative project that questions and works
against structural discrimination online and
specifically on Wikipedia. She uses her time in
South Africa to explore collaborations within
feminist and self-organised networks, and
plans to develop a new body of work.

Choreographer Jeremy Nedd returns to South
Africa in September to continue the second
stage of a residency involving a collaboration
with local pantsula dance company Impilo.
Nedd, born and raised in Brooklyn, New York
is a physical performer, choreographer and
sound designer.

FRIDAY 31 AUGUST

FRIDAY 7 SEPTEMBER

FAK’UGESI: FEATURED ARTIST MARC LEE (JHB)

THEATRUM BOTANICUM (JHB)

Marc Lee Master Class at Tshimologong
Precinct

13H30

41 JUTA STREET, BRAAMFONTEIN

Grey, Green, Gold opening at Market
18H00
Photo Workshop, Gallery 1989
Book launch of Theatrum Botanicum,
published by Sternberg Press / Panel Discussion
>Until 28 October

FAK’UGESI :DIGITAL AFRICA RESIDENCY (JHB)
Exhibition opening at The Point of
16h00 - 20h00
Order project space featuring work
emerging from month long residency
CORNER BERTHA AND STIEMENS STREETS, BRAAMFONTEIN
>until September 8

THEATRUM BOTANICUM (JHB)
Exhibition Opening at POOL project space

19H00

ELLIS HOUSE, 23 VOORHOUT STREET, NEW DOORNFONTEIN
>Until 3 November

POINTS OF ENGAGEMENT | NEUTRALITY AS AN AGENT (JHB)
Exhibition opening at CNR project space and Artivist

18H30

CNR, CORNER RESERVE AND DE KORTE STREETS
>until September 28

THURSDAY 6 SEPTEMBER
FAK’UGESI: MARC LEE SPECIAL PROJECT (JHB)
Presentation of Marc Lee Special Project
Echo | Location in context of Digital Imaginaries
talks programme at Tshimologong Precinct

13H00

41 JUTA STREET, BRAAMFONTEIN
>until September 12

ARTIST IN RESIDENCE: FLURINA ROTHENBERGER &
JAMAL NXEDLANA (JHB)
Opening of Bubblegum Zine exhibition
curated by Jamal Nxedlana featuring
Abidjan and Pemba editions of NICE project
of Flurina Rothenberger

18H00

SHOP 9, 70 JUTA STREET BRAAMFONTEIN
>Until 29 September

MUSEUM OF LUNGS (JHB)
Premiere performance at Market Theatre
56 MARGARET MCINGANA STREET, NEWTOWN
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MUSEUM OF LUNGS (JHB)
Performance at Market Theatre

20H15

56 MARGARET MCINGANA STREET, NEWTOWN

SATURDAY & SUNDAY 8-9 SEPTEMBER

20H15

20H00

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN, HIDDINGH CAMPUS, 31-37
ORANGE STREET, CAPE TOWN

THEATRUM BOTANICUM (DBN)
Walkabout with Uriel Orlow and
10H00 - 14H00
Russel Hlongwane, followed by panel
discussion, recording session and
lunch, Durban Art Gallery
2ND FLOOR, DURBAN CITY HALL, ANTON LEMBEDE STREET,
DURBAN CENTRAL

MUSEUM OF LUNGS (JHB)

NÁSTIO MOSQUITO at ICA Live Arts Festival (CPT)

Performance at Market Theatre

Performance of Respectable Thief
at Zeitz MOCAA

20H15 (Saturday)
56 MARGARET MCINGANA STREET, NEWTOWN 15h15 (Sunday)

20H00

CAPE TOWN WATERFRONT

TUESDAY 11 SEPTEMBER

WEDNESDAY 5 SEPTEMBER

Performance at the Little Theatre, as
part of the ICA Live Arts Festival 2018

SATURDAY 15 SEPTEMBER

138 LILLIAN NGOYI STREET, NEWTOWN

TUESDAY 4 SEPTEMBER

PARTNERS AND FUNDERS

MUSEUM OF LUNGS (CPT)

MUSEUM OF LUNGS (CPT)

THEATRUM BOTANICUM (CPT)
Screening of Mafavuke’s Trials, followed by
installations of The Fairest Heritage and What
Plants Were Called Before They Had a Name at
the ICA Live Arts Festival 2018

18H00

Performance at the Little Theatre, as
part of the ICA Live Arts Festival 2018

20H00

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN, HIDDINGH CAMPUS, 31-37
ORANGE STREET

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN, HIDDINGH CAMPUS, 31-37
ORANGE STREET

SUNDAY 16 SEPTEMBER

WEDNESDAY 12 SEPTEMBER

MUSEUM OF LUNGS (CPT)

STORYTELLING IN THE LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS (CPT)

HIDDINGH CAMPUS, 31-37 ORANGE STREET

Public performance at the ICA Live Arts Festival 11H00
2018 featuring Neo Muyanga and Melanie Böhi
at the Adderley Street Flower Market

WEDNESDAY 19 SEPTEMBER

ADDERLEY STREET FLOWER MARKET, CAPE TOWN CBD

ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE: REISING/NTULI/COOPER (JHB)

THEATRUM BOTANICUM (CPT)

2018 Artists in Residence Benedikt Reising
20H00
(CH) and Shane Cooper (SA) are joined by
upcoming 2019 Artist in Residence Thandi Ntuli,
together with Marlon Witbooi, at The Orbit

Lecture/performance by Uriel Orlow
at the ICA Live Arts Festival

Performance at the Little Theatre

18H00

18H00

81 DE KORTE STREET, BRAAMFONTEIN

IZIKO SOUTH AFRICAN MUSEUM, COMPANY GARDENS

SATURDAY 29 SEPTEMBER

FRIDAY 14 SEPTEMBER

FAK’UGESI: BEATS LAB and BLOC PARTY (JHB)

THEATRUM BOTANICUM (DBN)

Beats wizard S. Fidelity (CH)
14H00 UNTIL LATE
performs as part of international
line-up at BLOC Party, following on
from week long Beats Lab residency
facilitated by WeHeartBeat

Exhibition opening Imbizo ka Mafavuke and
18H00
Other Plant Stories at the Durban Art Gallery
2ND FLOOR, DURBAN CITY HALL, ANTON LEMBEDE STREET,
DURBAN CENTRAL
>Until October 28

TSHIMOLOGONG PRECINCT, 41 JUTA STREET, BRAAMFONTEIN

Pro Helvetia Johannesburg Swiss Arts Council
Heerengracht Building,PO Box 31532
87 De Korte Street, Braamfontein 2017
Johannesburg,South Africa
johannesburg@prohelvetia.org.za
+27 11 403 1880
+27 11 403 1605
www.prohelvetia.org.za
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The Johannesburg office of the organisation was originally
established in 1998 in Cape Town under the leadership
of Mirjam Asmal. Working with a small, agile team, the
organisation rapidly established a strong reputation in
South Africa for unusual, bold and independent artistic
programming, with the quality of work and exchanges
being an over-riding criterion. Colin Miller was also
instrumental in this period in nurturing a fertile ground
for exchange and collaboration in the jazz field, which
continues to yield rich returns under the current
stewardship of music programme manager Germaine
Gamiet.
From an early moment, cooperation with the Swiss
Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) has
enabled our office to support the strengthening of
transnational networks and collaborations among artists
and practitioners working within Southern Africa. This has
enabled us to develop a strong and meaningful regional
network, which has in turn benefited our core Swiss
programming in profound ways.
From 2006, Jasper Walgrave continued to build on the
foundation established by Asmal, bringing dynamic
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programming in the performing arts field into the
repertoire of the office, a legacy that Rucera Seethal
now takes forward as programme manager for the
performing arts. Walgrave also oversaw the launch of
the SDC financed ANT micro grant funding programme
for intra-regional mobility within Southern Africa, and the
strengthening of networks in neighbouring Mozambique
and Zimbabwe in particular. The office was relocated to
Johannesburg in 2012 – a more strategic location relative
to our ambitions within the wider region. Esther Malia
also joined the team at this point as finance and office
manager, anchoring the organisation during a period of
substantial change.
Joseph Gaylard took over from Walgrave in late 2013,
bringing an extensive network in the visual arts field
and new continental linkages to bear on the work of the
office. During this period, our activities have extended in
significant ways beyond South Africa, Mozambique and
Zimbabwe, with important emergent partnerships in the
DRC, Madagascar, Tanzania, Namibia and Zambia. In 2016,
Tiffany Mentoor and Sthembile Gasa joined the office, with
Tiffany administering our SDC regional arts programme
and Sthembile driving our on-line communications.

